Xoloitzcuintli (standard effective 1/09/2009)  
Breed Test

This test is open book and consists of 15 questions. All questions indicated by an * refer to disqualifications and an incorrect response to these questions will result in the failure of the entire test. Answers will only be accepted on the answer sheet provided. **Do not return the test, only the answer sheet.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Correct Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. There are two varieties, hairless and coated, identical except for. . . | A. size and movement  
B. height and temperament  
C. coat and dentition  
D. A. & B | D. A. & B |
| 2. Ears. . .                                                              | A. not erect by one year of age are a fault  
B. not erect by 6 months of age are a fault  
C. should never exhibit ear fringe  
D. A & C | D. A & C |
| 3. In the hairless variety. . .                                           | A. full dentition is required  
B. any teeth may be missing  
C. absence of premolars is acceptable  
D. undershot is allowed | D. undershot is allowed |
| 4. The upper arm. . .                                                     | A. is covered with heavy muscle  
B. angled to place the forelegs well under the body  
C. equal or slightly longer than scapula  
D. B & C | D. B & C |
| *5. Xolos measured at the highest point of the withers;                  | A. 15 inches in height preferred  
B. over 20 inches are disqualified  
C. 9 ½ inches, acceptable in bitches  
D. under ten or over 24 inches in height is a disqualification | D. under ten or over 24 inches in height is a disqualification |
| 6. Feet are. . .                                                          | A. catlike  
B. webbed, with well-arched toes  
C. splayed  
D. hard, thick pads | D. hard, thick pads |
| *7. The ears. . .                                                         | A. must be cropped  
B. may be cropped in coated variety  
C. may not be cropped in smooth variety  
D. Cropping is prohibited | D. Cropping is prohibited |
8. The principal characteristic of the hairless variety.
   A. absence of hair  B. level bite  C. coarse hair from shoulder to feet  D. shorter tail

9. Dark, uniform color is preferred:
   A. white spots are permitted  B. white spots are a serious fault  C. black is undesirable  D. liver is a fault

10. The following is true of the tail.
    A. set high  B. held down in a relaxed position  C. long and fine, reaching to the hock  D. B & C

11. Wrinkled skin may be present.
    A. under thick coarse coat  B. in dogs less than one year of age  C. in hairless variety  D. in dogs over 3 years of age

12. Long, soft or wavy hair is:
    A. a serious fault in both varieties  B. less desirable in the coated variety  C. a breed characteristic  D. permitted on the head

13. The skin is.
    A. scarred from battle injuries  B. prone to sun damage  C. soft and loose  D. tough, protective, smooth and close fitting

14. The skull is.
    A. wedge shaped  B. domed  C. rectangular when viewed from above  D. longer than the muzzle

15. The hairless variety may have short, coarse hair.
    A. in a strip down the back  B. on the top of the head only  C. all over the head, the feet and the last half of the tail to the tip  D. the top of the head, the feet, and the last third of the tail to the tip
Enter your name, judge's number, breed, email and date above. Please fill in the box for the correct answer like the sample below. Return answer key to seminar presenter to receive seminar credit.
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0. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ] D [ ]
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1. A [ ] B [ ] C [ ] D [ ]
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